
 

Temperature measurement occurs in over
half of well-child visits
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(HealthDay)—Temperature measurement occurs at more than half of
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well-child visits and may impact antibiotic prescribing and vaccine
deferral, according to a study published online Dec. 13 in Pediatrics.

Rebecca Dang, M.D., from Stanford University in California, and
colleagues conducted a retrospective cohort study and analyzed well-
child visits between 2014 and 2019. Visits associated with routine
temperature measurement were characterized.

The researchers found that temperature measurement occurred at 58.9
percent of the 155,527 well-child visits. Sixteen of 24 clinics measured
temperature at more than 90 percent of visits (routine measurement
clinics), while eight measured temperature at less than 20 percent of
visits (occasional measurement clinics). Antibiotic prescription was
more common and diagnostic testing was less common at routine
measurement clinics (adjusted odds ratios, 1.21 and 0.76, respectively)
after adjustment for age, ethnicity, race, and insurance. Fever was
detected at 0.2 percent of routine measurement clinic visits, of which
17.4 percent were classified as probable incidental fever. Compared with
visits without fever, antibiotic prescription and diagnostic testing were
more common at visits with probable incidental fever (7.4 versus 1.7
percent and 14.8 versus 1.2 percent, respectively); vaccines were
deferred at 50 percent of these visits.

"Although clinic-driven decisions supporting routine temperature
measurement may not affect office efficiency, they have the potential
for harm when incidental fever is detected," write the authors of an
accompanying editorial. "Although these unintended consequences had
low rates in this study, they have a significant impact at the population
level."

  More information: Abstract/Full Text 
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https://medicalxpress.com/tags/fever/
https://medicalxpress.com/tags/antibiotic+prescription/
https://medicalxpress.com/tags/diagnostic+testing/
https://publications.aap.org/pediatrics/article/doi/10.1542/peds.2021-053412/183813/Frequency-and-Consequences-of-Routine-Temperature
https://publications.aap.org/pediatrics/article/doi/10.1542/peds.2021-053895/183815/Temperature-Measurement-in-Well-Children-Promotes
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